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INTRODUCTION
Efforts to address soaring medical liability insurance premiums and the resulting patient
access problems find their origins in landmark medical liability reform legislation adopted by
California over thirty years ago.
Among other reforms, California’s Medical Injury
Compensation Reform Act of 1975 (MICRA) permits awards of noneconomic damages (e.g.,
pain and suffering) up to $250,000 in any action against a health care provider based on
professional negligence.1 This limit has been upheld as constitutional.2 Based on MICRA’s
success in stabilizing California’s medical liability climate, physicians and other healthcare
providers have called for similar limits on noneconomic damages in other states and at the
federal level. Noneconomic damages are a substantial part of tort costs. Limits such as those in
MICRA target the particularly detrimental effects of inherently subjective noneconomic
damages on access to healthcare services.
In addition to California, statutory limits in many states have successfully stabilized and, in
some cases, significantly reduced, medical liability insurance rates. These laws have also
expanded access to physicians, particularly specialists practicing in high-risk areas and in rural
communities. State action has substantially improved the medical liability environment in
many areas of the country. The states have indeed served as laboratories for innovation.
Most state supreme courts have upheld limits on noneconomic damages as an appropriate
exercise of legislative authority.3 In some states, however, restrictions in state constitutions
that have no federal corollary (e.g., “open courts” or “right to a remedy” provisions) and the
placement of politics over the public interest have prevented reforms from being enacted.4
Federal legislation is needed to provide a comprehensive, national solution.
H.R. 5, the “Help Efficient, Accessible, Low-cost, Timely Healthcare (HEALTH) Act of 2011,”
looks to successful state reforms such as MICRA as a model for improving the healthcare
environment for all Americans; the legislation will fill in the gaps left by states that have not
been able to adopt their own reforms.5
This paper establishes that federal medical liability reform legislation is constitutional,
consistent with federalism principles, and represents sound public policy. The analysis is based
on existing United States Supreme Court precedent and does not propose new legal theories to
expand the application of the United States Constitution’s Commerce Clause.

H.R. 5 IS CONSTITUTIONAL
H.R. 5 is consistent with Congress’s authority to regulate interstate commerce given the
cross-border impact of medical liability on doctors and patients, and considering the federal
government’s significant role in the healthcare system. The authority of Congress to adopt
medical liability reform legislation such as H.R. 5 is clear and cannot be seriously disputed.
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The Commerce Clause. Article 1, Section 8, Clause 3 of the United States Constitution

provides Congress with authority “to regulate commerce . . . among the several states.” This
enumerated power is the source of Congress’s authority to enact medical liability reform
legislation. The United States Supreme Court “has made clear that the commerce power
extends not only to ‘the use of channels of interstate or foreign commerce’ and to ‘protection
of the instrumentalities of interstate commerce,’ but also to ‘activities affecting commerce.’”6
In determining whether Congress has acted within its authority under the Commerce Clause, a
court will look to whether the activity is economic in nature, whether there are discernable ties
to commerce, whether the activity as a whole has an effect on commerce, and what
congressional findings have been made with respect to the activity’s effects on commerce.7 A
federal statute will survive a Commerce Clause challenge if the law regulates activities that,
when “viewed in the aggregate,” substantially affect interstate commerce.8
Since the 1942 case of Wickard v. Filburn, involving Congress’s power to regulate the
production of homegrown wheat, the United States Supreme Court has interpreted the
Commerce Clause quite broadly with respect to the regulation of economic activity. In
Wickard, the Court found that “even if appellee’s activity be local and though it may not be
regarded as commerce, it may still, whatever its nature, be reached by Congress if it exerts a
substantial economic effect on interstate commerce. . . .”9 The Court rejected a Commerce
Clause challenge to the statute, concluding that wheat farming as a whole substantially affects
interstate commerce. The Court later reaffirmed that “even activity that is purely intrastate in
character may be regulated by Congress, where the activity, combined with like conduct by
others similarly situated, affects commerce among the States or with foreign nations.”10
More recently, the Supreme Court has placed restrictions on how far Congress may go in
using the Commerce Clause to justify federal action, but the application of this law to H.R. 5 is
not even a close call. For example, the Court invalidated the Gun Free School Zones Act of
1990, which provided a federal criminal penalty for possession of a firearm in a local school
zone.11 Similarly, the Court overturned the Violence Against Women Act for its reliance on the
Commerce Clause in making domestic violence against women a federal crime.12 These cases
simply caution Congress that the Court will not allow the Commerce Clause to be stretched to
the point of supporting “criminal statute[s] which by [their] terms ha[ve] nothing to do with
‘commerce’ of any sort of economic enterprise, however broadly those terms are defined.”13
Congress continues to have broad authority to regulate economic activity, including the
field of medical liability through legislation such as H.R. 5. For example, while the Supreme
Court struck down the criminal penalty for possession of a firearm in a school zone, courts have
uniformly upheld the constitutionality of a recent federal law which protects federally licensed
manufacturers and sellers of firearms from most civil liability for injuries independently and
intentionally inflicted by criminals who use their non-defective products (i.e., the Protection of
Lawful Commerce in Arms Act).14
The nonpartisan Congressional Research Service (CRS) has closely analyzed judicial
precedent and concluded that “there seems little doubt that tort reform legislation, in general,
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would be within Congress’s commerce power.”15 Under its power to regulate interstate
commerce, Congress may “make such legislation applicable to intrastate torts, because tort
suits generally affect interstate commerce.”16 The only arguable exception, CRS recognized, is
when a federal tort reform applies to a particular intrastate tort, such as an assault by one
individual resident on another, that has no connection with any commercial activity.17 CRS
concluded that “[t]here would appear to be no due process or federalism (or any other
constitutional) impediments to Congress’ limiting a state common law right of recovery.”18
With respect to the HEALTH Act, CRS has specifically recognized that “[m]edical malpractice
liability is governed by state law, but Congress has the power, under the Commerce Clause of
the United States Constitution (Art. I, § 8, cl. 3) to regulate it.”19
Healthcare is truly national in scope and fundamental to interstate commerce. Congress
promotes access to healthcare by making health insurance a tax-free benefit for employees and
their families.20 In addition, the Medicare and Medicaid programs are the financing system for
tens of millions of Americans. The FY 2011 federal budget recognizes that “[t]he key drivers of
the long-range deficit are the Government’s major health and retirement programs: Medicare,
Medicaid and Social Security.”21 Based on the federal expenditures for these and other
programs, and the interstate nature of the medical liability insurance market, Congress has
authority to “regulate” the field of medical liability. By placing an upper limit on subjective and
otherwise limitless pain and suffering damages against doctors and other medical professionals,
Congress can promote a more cost-effective healthcare delivery system.

The Tenth Amendment. H.R. 5 is consistent with the Tenth Amendment, which
provides that “[t]he powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor
prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.”22 ATRA
strongly supports the prerogative of state legislatures to make public policy in the area of civil
justice.
The United States Supreme Court has interpreted the Tenth Amendment to prohibit
Congress from “compe[ling] the States to implement, by legislation or executive action, federal
regulatory programs.”23 In 1992, in New York v. United States, the Court invoked the Tenth
Amendment to invalidate a federal statute that required states to enact legislation to provide
for the disposal of radioactive waste or “take title” to the waste.24 The Court ruled that
Congress may not “command a state government to enact state regulation” even if the federal
government might regulate the area directly – it may not “conscript state governments as its
agents.”25 Five years later, in Printz v. United States, the Court applied similar reasoning to
invalidate the Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act.26 The Brady Act required chief law
enforcement officers of the states to conduct a background check of individuals applying for
handgun permits. Printz spoke on “the compelled enlistment of state executive officers for the
administration of federal programs,” which the Court referred to as “executivecommandeering.”27 The Court ruled that Congress violates the Tenth Amendment when “the
whole object of the law is to direct the functioning of state executives, and hence to
compromise the structural framework of dual sovereignty.”28
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In contrast, H.R. 5 does not require states to enact legislation, nor does it compel state
executive branch action.29 H.R. 5 simply provides legal rules to be applied in medical liability
actions. Presently, federal courts sitting in diversity and state courts routinely engage in a
choice-of-law analysis to determine which law to apply in a particular tort case. For example,
under current law, a federal or state court in California may choose to apply Oklahoma law if
Oklahoma has a greater nexus to the case.30 After enactment, the provisions in H.R. 5 would be
factored into the same type of calculus. It is also worth noting that because of the familiarity of
courts with choice-of-law analyses, and the courts’ frequent application of state laws that are
similar (if not identical) to H.R. 5, the legislation would not result in confusion when courts
begin to apply it post-enactment.

The Guarantees of Due Process and Equal Protection. The Fifth Amendment

provides that a person shall not be “deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of
law.” Constitutional principles also prohibit the government from denying to any person the
equal protection of the laws. In cases involving such challenges to economic regulation, such as
liability limits, courts traditionally apply a deferential test that requires only that the law have a
rational relationship to a legitimate government objective. H.R. 5 is rationally related to
addressing healthcare costs and the practice of “defensive medicine,” while ensuring that
people with meritorious claims receive adequate compensation.
Tort reform legislation unavoidably involves a certain element of line-drawing.
Consequently, plaintiffs’ lawyers have claimed that it is unconstitutional for a law to treat
individuals in medical liability claims differently than those with other personal injuries or
impose a limit that will have a greater impact on those with more serious injuries than those
with lesser injuries. The United States Supreme Court, however, has firmly rejected such
arguments in other tort liability contexts.31 In addition, federal appellate courts have upheld
noneconomic damages limits as “classic example[s]” of economic regulation—“a legislative
effort to structure and accommodate ‘the burdens and benefits of economic life.’”32 As the
Tenth Circuit explained, “When a legislature strikes a balance between a tort victim's right to
recover noneconomic damages and society's interest in preserving the availability of affordable
liability insurance, it is engaging in its fundamental and legitimate role of “structur [ing] and
accommodat[ing] ‘the burdens and benefits of economic life.’”33

Right to Jury Trial. The Seventh Amendment states that “[i]n suits at common law,
where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be
preserved.” Federal appellate courts recognize that the jury's role “as factfinder [is] to
determine the extent of a plaintiff’s injuries” not “to determine the legal consequences of its
factual findings.”34 Furthermore, a judge that “merely implement[s] a policy decision of the
legislature in applying the law enacted by the legislature when it predetermined the extent and
amount of damages that it, the legislature, would allow in a malpractice action” does not
“reexamin[e] a ‘fact tried by a jury’” within the meaning of the Seventh Amendment.35 State
high courts have also found that statutory limits on noneconomic damages do not intrude on
the role of the jury.36
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When opponents of limits on noneconomic damages have challenged state statutes, they
have sometimes pointed to case law holding that a judge may not unilaterally reduce a jury’s
verdict.37 These cases recognize that a judge who finds that a verdict is excessive or otherwise
not supported by the evidence must offer the plaintiff a choice – accept the lower verdict or
face a new trial, a process known as “remittitur.”38 Statutory limits on noneconomic damages,
however, reflect a public policy choice by the legislature, not a legal decision by a lone judge. In
addition, opponents of limits on civil tort damages have argued that a decision involving federal
copyright law, Feltner v. Columbia Pictures Television, Inc.,39 supports their view. It does not.
Feltner found only that the plaintiff had a right for a jury to determine the amount of his or her
statutory damages, not that a plaintiff had a right to have a jury exceed the limits set by
Congress on such damages. Any question that Feltner prohibits such limits is discredited by the
fact that the Copyright Act itself authorizes damages either “in a sum of not less than $500 or
more than $20,000,” or “a sum of not more than $100,000,” depending on the circumstances.40

Courts Routinely Uphold Federal Civil Justice Reform Laws. For over a century,

courts have consistently upheld federal tort reform laws as constitutional.41 Early laws
regulated liability for personal injury and property damage on railroads and ships.42 In the
1970s and 1980s, courts upheld federal laws addressing liability stemming from a wide range of
issues, including black lung disease,43 nuclear power,44 swine flu45 and childhood vaccinations,46
and atomic weapons testing,47 among others. Since that time, the judiciary has upheld federal
laws limiting the liability of general aviation aircraft manufacturers,48 rental car companies,49
and firearms manufacturers.50 Federal securities litigation reform legislation has also been
upheld as constitutional.51 In recent years, Congress has promoted various socially desirable
activities by providing liability relief for school teachers,52 volunteers,53 suppliers of materials
used in implantable medical devices,54 donors of grocery products to nonprofit organizations,55
good Samaritans who use automated external defibrillators (AEDs) to help people in medical
emergencies,56 and Amtrak.57 As the United States Supreme Court has recognized:
Our cases have clearly established that ‘[a] person has no property, no vested interest,
in any rule of the common law.’ The ‘Constitution does not forbid the creation of new
rights, or the abolition of old ones recognized by the common law, to attain a
permissible legislative object,’ despite the fact that ‘otherwise settled expectations’ may
be upset thereby. Indeed, statutes limiting liability are relatively commonplace and
have consistently been enforced by the courts.58

Time After Time, Courts Reject Federal Constitutional Challenges to State
Medical Liability Reform Laws. Decisions upholding the constitutionality of state medical

liability reforms also support the constitutionality of H.R. 5. Numerous federal courts rejected
challenges to state noneconomic damages limits under the United States Constitution as
meritless.59 Even personal injury lawyers have long understood that the United States
Constitution does not bar civil liability reform. That is why they have bluntly counseled their
members that “most state constitutions are far superior to the federal constitution” for
nullifying tort reform laws.60
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H.R. 5 RETAINS STATE AUTHORITY AND PROVIDES
SIGNIFICANT FLEXIBILITY FOR STATE-BASED SOLUTIONS
H.R. 5 preserves state medical liability laws that are already on the books, regardless of
whether a state has enacted a limit on noneconomic damages that is higher or lower than the
$250,000 provided in the federal legislation. Thus, H.R. 5 would not impact states such as
Mississippi, which has enacted a $500,000 limit on noneconomic damages in medical liability
cases,61 or Maryland, where the noneconomic damage cap applicable to medical liability claims
currently stands at $680,000 and increases $15,000 each year.62 Nor would it impact laws in
states such as Indiana, Nebraska, or Virginia, which have chosen to place aggregate limits on
compensatory damages in medical liability lawsuits.63
H.R. 5 also provides states with the flexibility to adopt their own limits on damages in
healthcare lawsuits after its enactment. States will continue to have a wide range of options for
addressing medical liability. For instance, with respect to noneconomic damages, states could
set a higher limit in all cases or in cases involving catastrophic injury, opt to include an annual
inflation adjustment, or determine the maximum noneconomic damages that an individual may
receive based on his or her remaining life expectancy. These are all approaches currently
employed by various states.
The federal limits on noneconomic and punitive damages in medical liability claims would
therefore serve as the default rule, governing only when state law would otherwise allow for
unlimited damages. The federal limit would apply in states such as Alabama, Georgia, Illinois,
New Hampshire, and Washington, where state legislators enacted limits on noneconomic
damages, only to have them struck down by activist courts on state constitutional grounds.64
The $250,000 federal noneconomic damage limit would also apply in at least fifteen states and
the District of Columbia unless and until these jurisdictions enact their own limits on damages
in medical liability actions. In a few of these states, the state constitution explicitly precludes
legislative limits on damages in personal injury lawsuits, which leaves federal reform as the only
option aside from a constitutional amendment.
State law would continue to govern other aspects of medical liability unless there is a
specific requirement provided by H.R. 5. States also may provide stronger protections than the
federal law.

FEDERAL ACTION IS NEEDED AND APPROPRIATE
The Adverse Effects of Excessive Medical Liability Extend Beyond State
Borders. When faced with high medical liability insurance premiums, experience shows that
doctors will curtail their practices to avoid high-risk areas and often relocate to states with
reasonable limits on liability.65 Congress may appropriately exercise its authority under the
Commerce Clause to safeguard the ability of doctors to treat patients without costs that are
excessive in comparison to colleagues working in jurisdictions that limit liability.
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The Federal Government Has a Large Financial Stake in the Healthcare
System. In March 2011, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimated that nationwide
implementation of the medical liability reforms similar to H.R. 5, including caps on
noneconomic damages, would reduce federal budget deficits by $62.4 billion over ten years.66
These savings would come from a $49.5 billion reduction in costs for federal programs including
Medicare, Medicaid, the Children’s Health Insurance Program, the Federal Employees Health
Benefits program, and subsidies for coverage purchased through health insurance exchanges.
The CBO also found that because employers would pay less for health insurance for employees,
more of their employees' compensation would be in the form of taxable wages and other fringe
benefits, leading to an additional $12.9 billion in federal revenue over the next 10 years.
Medical liability reform would reduce discretionary spending on federal programs by about
$1.6 billion over the next decade, according to the CBO.
In addition to reducing the deficit, the CBO found that medical liability reform would lead to
lower medical liability premiums. As a result, patients would benefit from lower prices for
healthcare services. The CBO also found that reducing the liability pressures on doctors would
lead them to engage less defensive medicine, saving the cost of expensive, but unnecessary,
services.67 Credible estimates of the annual nationwide costs of defensive medicine
conservatively begin at $50 billion.68

There Is Bipartisan Recognition that Federal Action Is Needed. In its December

2010 report, President Barack Obama’s National Commission on Fiscal Responsibility and
Reform discussed many of the reforms included in H.R. 5, including modifying the collateral
source rule, imposing a one- to three-year statute of limitations, and eliminating joint liability.
The report also stated that many of the Commissioners “believe that we should impose
statutory caps on punitive and non-economic damages, and we recommend that Congress
consider this approach and evaluate its impact.” The Commission found that such changes
would save taxpayers $17 billion through 2020.69

The Benefits of Healthcare Liability Reform Are Well Documented. In California,

medical liability insurance rates have remained relatively stable while mushrooming in many
states that have not enacted reforms. Adoption of reform in Mississippi restored access to
healthcare70 in a state that had the lowest number of physicians per capita in the country and
where many communities did not have a local obstetrician.71 Likewise, after Texas enacted a
package of reforms that included limits on noneconomic damages, thousands of physicians
came to the state, with many settling in underserved communities.72 Many of these physicians
provide essential specialties, such as obstetrics, orthopedics, and neurosurgery.73 In West
Virginia, where emergency rooms lacked trauma surgeons to treat serious bone, brain, and
spinal injuries,74 doctors have seen their average premium decrease by one-third to one-half
since the state adopted reforms.75 In addition, limits on subjective and widely fluctuating
noneconomic damages reduce pressure on doctors to engage in defensive medicine, such as
ordering costly tests out of excessive caution because of concern over potential liability.76
Adoption of a federal medical liability law ensures that all Americans benefit from access to
more affordable healthcare.
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CONCLUSION
More than a century of United States Supreme Court precedent, the consistent rejection of
federal constitutional challenges to state medical liability reform, and the Congressional
Research Service’s expert opinion prove that H.R. 5 would pass constitutional muster if
challenged. By retaining significant flexibility for states to enact their medical liability laws,
H.R. 5 respects states’ rights and federalism principles.
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